16 сентября (пятница) в 16.00, в ауд. Е-229
Директор Института неоэллинистики (Афины)
профессор Пасхалис Китромилидис прочтёт лекцию

Пасхалис Китромилидис, presentation to the History Faculty of Lomonossov University “Orthodoxy and the Enlightenment: the consequences of an 18th century encounter”.

This lecture aims at an examination of the encounter between the Orthodox cultural traditions and the Enlightenment, especially in the broader area of Southeastern Europe. Reference will be made to the major intellectual protagonists of this drama of cultural change (thinkers such as Moisiodax, Voulgaris, Theotokis, Obradovich, Korais, many of them serving as links between Southeastern Europe and Russia) and the significance of their work. The presentation will examine the relationship between these thinkers and the emergence of modern secular ideas and values during the 18th century and early 19th centuries, and also the consequences of the encounter for the future of the cultural traditions of countries with Orthodox populations.

Лекция будет прочитана на английском языке (без перевода).